La Calisto

Opera in 2 acts with a Prologue

Music by Francesco Cavalli
Libretto by Giovanni Faustini
Edited by Raymond Leppard
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February 16-17 & 22-23, 2022
Eastman Opera Theatre Scene Shop
7:30 PM (livestream)
SYNOPSIS

Prologue
The goddesses of Nature, Eternity, and Destiny celebrate the humans who have ascended to immortality, including Calisto.

Act I
Giove, god of gods, returns to Earth, accompanied by trusted Mercurio, to fix the natural world that has been ravaged by humans. They see the nymph Calisto, a mortal huntress and follower of the virgin goddess Diana, desperately seeking water in the charred forest.

Giove attempts to seduce Calisto, who resists his advances and proclaims her desire to remain a virgin forever. Giove then decides to transform himself into Diana to pursue Calisto. When Calisto returns to find her goddess, she enthusiastically runs off for a moment alone with her new lover.

The mortal Endimione pines for Diana, who secretly feels the same. Meeting in the newly restored woods, they hint at their feelings, causing Diana’s chief warrior-nymph Linfea to chase Endimione away. Calisto finds the real Diana and seeks to rekindle their flame, revealing how she broke her vow of chastity. Diana harshly rejects Calisto.

Left alone, Linfea ponders the complex, confusing nature of love and reveals her insatiable libido. Satirino appears and attempts to seduce Linfea, who is repulsed by these advances.

The woodland god Pane, who has also been rejected by Diana, broken-heartedly wanders the forest. Satirino and sidekick Sylvano attempt to cheer up the dejected god as night falls over the forest.

Act II
As night falls over the forest, Endimione falls asleep under the moon, dreaming of Diana. The goddess approaches the sleeping Endimione and cannot pull herself away. Upon awakening, Endimione and Diana learn of their mutual attraction. Having spied on the star-crossed lovers, Satirino swears to tell Pane of Diana’s unchaste love.

Giunone, the wife of Giove, discovers her husband’s infidelity. Having come down to Earth, she meets Calisto, who wanders lost and dejected. Giunone immediately understands the situation. When Giove appears again as Diana, the young nymph reconnects with her lover. Giunone, though fuming, feigns ignorance and questions “Diana” and Mercurio.

Endimione also mistakes “Diana” for her beloved and embraces the “virgin goddess.” Satirino leads Pane and Sylvano to the scene, where they capture Endimione. Satirino then spies the lustful Linfea and attempts to take her by force, to no avail.

At the command of the outraged Giunone, the furies torment Calisto, turning the innocent nymph into a bear. Meanwhile, Pane continues to torment Endimione but is rescued by the real Diana. She openly admits her love for Endimione at last.

In the end, Calisto’s fate is divinely sealed, and she ascends to the eternal firmament, becoming a constellation of stars in the night sky.

~ There will be one 15 minute Intermission ~

CAST

February 16, 7:30 PM   February 17, 7:30 PM
February 22, 7:30 PM   February 23, 7:30 PM

Emma Unkrich.......................... La Natura .........................Emma Unkrich
McKenzie Garey........................ L'Eternità ..........................McKenzie Garey
Catherine Creed........................ Il Destino ..........................Catherine Creed
Jazmine Saunders...................... Calisto ..................................Elise Noyes
Anna Thompson......................... Diana .................................Dominie Boutin
Bergen Price........................... Endimione ..........................Veronica Siebert
Rachel Singh........................... Linfea .................................Hannah Moreno
Cailin Jordan.......................... Satirino ..............................Cassie Zinkan
Ori Marcu................................ Pane ...................................Meg Brilleslyper
Jacob Hunter........................... Mercurio ..............................Samuel Robertson
Jason Rober............................. Giove ....................................S Joshua Sheppard
Harrison Caplin........................ Sylvano .................................Murphy Meyn
Anneliese Wolfanger.................. Giunone ...............................Anna Louise Martin
Lauren Case............................. Echo ....................................Lauren Case

Chorus of Furies, Satyrs, and Heavenly Spirits:
Sydney Cornett, Caroline Duers, Kayla Sconiers, Kayla Stein,
Max Flores, Simon Lea, Jack Merson, Leif Pedersen

Content Advisory: This production contains theatrical haze, nightclub / rave lighting effects,
and depictions of smoking and alcohol use.
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La Calisto was first performed in 1651 in Venice, making it one of the first operas composed in history. Inspired by Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Giove, king of the gods, transforms himself into the virgin goddess Diana to seduce one of her huntress followers, Calisto. Simultaneously, Diana falls in love with the peasant shepherd Endimione. The opera dives deep into matters of gender and power, sex and consent, revenge and justice, mortality and morality.

Reinterpreted through a queer, feminist lens, this production modernizes the mythology and contemporizes the Baroque opera so that it more deeply resonates in the twenty-first century. A nightclub, rave environment lends itself to this production as a place where sensual desires, illicit secrets, and primal behavior abound.

Sexual empowerment and female pleasure are central parts of this story. This staging recenters female sexuality. Seen through Calisto’s eyes, the titular character’s sexual awakening is with “Giove as Diana,” embodied and sung by Diana herself, allowing Calisto to have an intimate experience with the woman she loves. Furthermore, having Endimione present as feminine affirms Diana’s own sexuality. Queer love between women is at the heart of this show. I am proud to be a part of expanding a kind of representation that is rarely seen in opera.

—Madeleine Snow, director
The Friends of Eastman Opera gratefully recognizes and deeply appreciates the generosity of the following donors whose contributions benefit students, programs and productions of the Eastman Voice, Opera and Vocal Coaching Department. This listing includes gifts received and recorded for the past eighteen months, i.e., between October 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021.
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Although every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this list, occasional errors and omissions may occur. The ‘Honor Roll’ name formats are consistent with the listing guidelines by the University of Rochester Advancement Office. FEO and UR would be happy to accommodate individual preferences. Please contact the Friends of Eastman Opera at feo1995@gmail.com with any changes or corrections. Thank you.

The Eastman School of Music gratefully acknowledges the Friends of Eastman Opera for partnering with the school to provide super-titles for the stage of Eastman Opera Theatre, state-of-the-art recording equipment for the opera department, and sponsoring master classes.

Thank you for your support!

See first hand the impact your gift makes!

Attend Virtually: Eastman Opera performances, special events, and the Annual Voice Competition are viewable at Eastman LIVEStream located at https://www.esm.rochester.edu/live

Meet our rising stars and world-renowned faculty.

Read the latest Eastman Opera news in FEO’s semi-annual newsletter. If you are not yet a Friend of Eastman Opera and wish to be one to receive notice of special Eastman Opera events, e.g. master classes, student recitals, etc., please e-mail your contact information to feo1995@gmail.com.

For more information, please check the Eastman School of Music website at http://www.esm.rochester.edu.

If you would like to register to receive e-mail notification of Eastman events, please go to http://www.esm.rochester.edu/concerts/mailing.php.
UPCOMING OPERA EVENTS AT EASTMAN

Friday, February 18, 2022 at 8:00 PM
Friends of Eastman Opera Voice Competition
Kilbourn Hall
Free admission

April 7, 8, 9, 2022 at 7:30 PM | April 10 at 2:00 PM
INTO THE WOODS
Kodak Hall at Eastman Theatre

April 30 | May 1, 2022
L’AMANT ANONYME
Annex Room 804

TICKETS
ONLINE: www.EastmanTheatre.org
PHONE: (585) 274-3000
IN PERSON: 433 East Main Street,
Rochester, NY 14604

The Voice, Opera, and Vocal Coaching Department acknowledge that the Eastman School of Music and the University of Rochester are located on Indigenous Lands of the Onondowaga (Seneca) Nation and recognize the Indigenous peoples who have lived and continue to live here. In so doing, we acknowledge the sovereignty of the Onondowaga Nation, part of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, and their long-standing presence on this land, which precedes the establishment of this University, New York State, and the United States of America.

Information about upcoming Eastman concerts and events can be found at:
www.rochester.edu/Eastman/calendar
www.facebook.com/ConcertsAtEastman

Fire Exits are located to the left and right sides of the stage. In the event of an emergency, you will be notified by the stage manager. If notified, please move in a calm and orderly fashion to the nearest exit.

Please note: The use of unauthorized photographic and recording equipment during the performance is not allowed. We reserve the right to ask any violators to leave the performance.

Restrooms are located to the audience’s right (past the Orchestra), outside the Scene Shop, and adjacent to the water fountains in the warehouse’s hallway. Our ushers will be happy to direct you to them.

Supporting the Eastman School of Music:
For Information on Eastman’s Centennial events and campaign, please visit
www.esm.rochester.edu/100